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Amber Richards made her own jar soy candles and operated a home-based business with those

candles for many years. In this audiobook, it details how to make great quality soy container

candles. It is specific to this type of candle only. Amber also shares her favorite candle suppliers.

Finding this was the one question that was asked most. This audiobook is not about the business

aspect of candle-making, nor does it contain photos, but explains the creative process of how to

make the candles. The book also explains proper burning techniques and what exactly makes a

great quality candle. Candle-making can be an enjoyable and relaxing activity, whether you are

making them for yourself or gifts for friends and family.
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I have been wanting to make my own candles for sometime now, but with all the free information

online I am a bit overwhelmed. I just don't know where to start and which method is best.I am so

glad to have found this guide to help eliminate all the guesswork. Written by someone who knows

what she's doing, this complete guide will cover everything you need to make candles including

safety and even her favorite suppliers.I appreciate free information, but sometimes the web's a bit

over abundant and can leave my head spinning. This well thought out guide was a lifesaver! Now

everyone I know will be getting candles for Christmas.

I had already bought my wax and wicks, not realizing you had to get certain ones for certain jobs! I

am thankful for this book because I found out that I had gotten the wrong wicks for soy wax. The



author recommends which ones to use for which jobs. I am glad it saved me from candles that

wouldn't burn properly, cause that would have been sad for my first try!

I would have liked to have had some photos with this ebook, just for breaking up the monotony of

the print. I suppose that the author decided that the photo on the cover would be enough, and

essentially it is. I just like some dressing in my print! But the book has clear instructions for making

the candles and where to buy supplies....and very important tips and facts about the actual burning

of candles to make them last longer, burn better, and emit their fragrances better. I can't wait to

make some candles!

This is an informal instruction booklet on the ingredients, supplies, and method to pouring soy wax

jar candles. Not being written in a step-by-step manner and scattered with personal experiences

and opinions, it's important to highlight the "recipe" as you go so you can follow it in order. The

information included covers wick types and how to secure the wick in the jar, melting the wax,

adding fragrance and color, pouring the wax, and burning the candle. Burning the candle is just as

important as making it.Probably the most valuable part of the book is the list of vendors from which

to order the necessary supplies, and the reiterated point that better quality supplies make better

quality candles. This is true of any product.

At the end of the Christmas holidays I always make candles together with my two kids. Just some

ordinary candles with ordinary cotton wicks and made from left-over wax. It appeals to my sense of

not wanting to waste anything, and it is wonderful to see the results. The author is right when she

says the quality and type of wick is crucial..!I had never heard of soy wax, so was intrigued by this

book. I think it is a great guide containing all I should know when I want to try and make soy jar

candles. I do not want to wait for the Christmas holidays this time!

Excellent book on soy candle making, great for beginners! These candles will make nice gifts and

there are good resources provided

This author wrote a very good book, her instructions were well written and it was evident that she

had made many candles. I learned alot about candles even if I never ventured into candle making,

that was well worth the time it took to read this book. I am happy I have this book available so that

when I do decide to try candle making I won't need to search for one with good and clear



instructions.

For the price I paid ($2.99) I was not impressed with this book. I expected more helpful information,

pictures, etc. I was left scratching my head, and in search of more books to better explain the

process of candle making. I would look for a much better book regarding candle making if you've

never made candles before (which I haven't.).
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